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Ashley’s mother worked 20 hours a day making minimum wage. Rampant violence, drug use, and prostitution were not uncommon in Ashley’s neighborhoods. With her mother working so much, she was left to take care of her younger brother. But Ashley became inspired by her mother’s hard work ethic and set out to get a good education. Because of United Way donors, we are helping Ashley achieve her goal to become a photo journalist and apply to the University that will get her there. Inspired by her mom, Ashley tells us, “My mother didn’t work so much on minimum wage just to have me grow up and do the same.”

United Way
GREATER LOS ANGELES

 ARE YOU IN ?
BE A UNITED WAY COMMUNITY HERO

Caltech Campaign Calendar

- Family Night (10/10)
- Contribution Café (10/22)
- HomeWalk (11/15)

Join our movement of heroes to change lives and strengthen communities by moving our homeless neighbors into homes, putting students on the path to graduation and providing financial stability for working families.

For more information on how to participate visit the HR website or call Christine Boyle at (626) 395-1745